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Abstract
This paper covers distinctive library practices, organizations given the customers by insightful libraries. The best practice
will help in upgrading the idea of library organizations. This will make the best image of the library in the overall
population. Library organizations are significant forces to achieve insightful measures. Libraries are spine system to the
incredibly educational association and they are bolstered in teaching, research and learning structures. The piece of
academic libraries in the present
resent circumstance is basic in light of the fact that a huge segment of the insightful libraries has
grasped ICT based organizations. This paper is, generally, focused on various endorsed systems to be trailed by the
insightful library. It looks at the noteworthiness
teworthiness of displaying best rehearses in the academic library or engages it to improve
its technique and activities, advance resources use and pass on high bore, capable organizations to library customers. This
paper will be the assistance manual for vvarious
arious libraries to get an idea with respect to various ways and practices can be
gotten in their libraries for making an effective library organization.
Keywords: College Libraries, Best Practices, ICT, Library Services, E
E-resources, NAAC

Introduction
The Best Practices might be occasions, perusing advancements,
battles, outreaches, associations, inventive utilization of library
space or some other part of library administrations. The Best
Practices ideally fill in as a wellspring of motivation,
benchmarking and an approach to achieve other library experts
for exhortation and discussion1. Best practices are the most ideal
approaches to play out a procedure, a capacity, or an action that
prompts a predominant execution. Best Practices are the
methods by which driving associations in any field have
accomplished best execution, and they fill in as objectives for
alternate associations endeavoring.
For heavenliness. Best Practice is an organization thought which
verifies that there is a framework, system, process,
development, inspiring power or reward that is more fruitful at
passing on a particular outcome than some other methodology,
procedure, process, etc. The idea is that with authentic
techniques, checks, and
nd testing, a desired outcome can be passed
on with less issues and surprising burdens. Best practices can in
like manner be portrayed as the most gainful (least proportion of
effort) and convincing (best results) strategy for accomplishing
a task, in lightt of repeatable procedure that possesses
substantiated themselves after some energy for the sweeping
number of people2."
Australian Best Practice Demonstration Program characterizes
best practice as, "the quest for world-class
class execution. It is the
manner by which the best associations oversee and compose
their Operations. It is a moving target. As the main associations
International Science Community Association

keep on improving the 'best practice', Goalposts are continually
moving. The idea of persistent change is necessary to the
Achievement of best practice3".

Best Practice: Meaning and Definition
A best practice is a technique or system that has been generally
recognized as superior to anything any decisions since it
produces results that are superior to those cultivated by various
methods or in
n light of the way that it has transformed into a
standard strategy for completing things, e.g., a standard strategy
for following legal or moral requirements. Best practices are
used to keep up quality as another alternative to mandatory
controlled measures
es and can be found on self-evaluation
self
or
benchmarking5.
Best practice definitions frequently center on the capacity of a
strategy or procedure to reliably indicate prevalent outcomes.
We trust best practice is tied in with utilizing approaches that
convey
ey predominant outcomes as well as consider
maintainability and continuous improvement of the approach4.
ODLIS (Online Dictionary of Library and Information Science)
portrays best practices as takes after: "In the use of hypothesis to
genuine circumstances,
es, techniques that, when legitimately,
connected reliably yield prevalent outcomes and are along these
lines utilized as reference focuses in assessment of the viability
of elective strategies for achieving a similar errand. Best
practices are recognized by analyzing experimental
Confirmation of success6."
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NAAC recommended best practice
For the College Libraries NAAC has built up some accepted
procedures recorded beneath that can upgrade the scholastic
data condition and convenience of school libraries. i.
Computerization of Library with standard programming. ii.
Incorporation adequate data about the library in the school plan,
iii. Accumulating clients participation statics and finding the
same on the notice board, iv. Showing news section on the
notice board, v. Profession/work data benefit, vi. Web offices to
various clients, vii. Recommendation box and auspicious
reaction, viii. Showing fresh introductions and circling a
rundown of those to scholastic office, ix. Data education
program me, x. Arranging book displays and book talk, xi. Best
client grant, xii. Directing client's overviews yearly.

Best practices in college libraries
Recorded underneath are a part of the endorsed methodology
that can update the academic information condition and
usability. NAAC orchestrated in its file for "Best Practices in
Academic Libraries" (NAAC,2007)7 says best practice may be
creative and be a hypothesis, technique, methodology, program,
practice or procedure that deals with an issue or roll out new
improvements and constructive outcome on affiliations. "NAAC
developed a course of action of best practices followed in
academic libraries and presented under the going with four
board zones: i. Administration and organization of library, ii.
The degree of client administrations, iii. Utilization of
innovation, iv. Accumulation and administrations.
School libraries need offices that advance compelling and
intuitive access and utilization of data assets for all clients. The
libraries need to get ready all around encircled principles and
rules with respect to long periods of access, flow and their
directions to offer better administrations to the clients.
Hereafter are the accepted procedures which are to be embraced
in school libraries are desorbed in quickly. For comfort, we can
assemble best practices into five classifications. i. Traditional
Best Practices, ii. IT-Based Best Practices, iii. Library Extension
Practices, iv. General Best Practices, v. Other Best Practices.

Traditional Best Practices
Book Exhibition: A show or display of books ordinarily by a
gathering of distributors or book merchants for advancing deals
and animating interest. A reasonable or bazaar at which books
are sold or unloaded to fund-raise for some noble purpose.
Library Hour: The library should begin Library hour for
understudies, it influenced necessarily for every one of the
understudies by including it in their day by day class to plan. By
keeping an hour in their chance table understudies spend an
hour in the library which conveys them closer to the perusing
materials, in a roundabout way it expands perusing propensities
to of understudies.
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Library Orientation Program: Library at the Institute offers
an introduction program to the understudies and others in the
start of each scholastic year. Through this program, an exertion
is made to acquaint each new part with the assets,
administrations, offices and so forth offered by the Library and
its utilization approaches. Library additionally has been putting
forth preparing projects and workshops now and again,
especially in the territories of utilizing e-assets. Likewise, the
library has started centered talks with inquiring about
researchers in various orders.
Library New Arrivals': Putting the rundown of recently
accessible books on see board will make the per user mindful
about the new perusing material with the goal that in like
manner he could interest for those new books and get it.
Book Reviews': A book audit is a type of scholarly feedback in
which a book is investigated in view of substance, style, and
legitimacy. A book survey might be an essential source,
sentiment piece, rundown audit or insightful audit.
Book Club: An association that boats chosen books to
individuals generally on a consistent timetable and frequently at
markdown costs. A gathering of individuals who meet routinely
to examine books they are perusing.
Library Brochure: A Brochure is a solitary foldable sheet
utilized by advertisers to feature an item, organization or
administration. They are a standout amongst the most wellknown and viable apparatuses utilized by organizations and
associations for handing-off data or declarations to a wide
crowd.
Ordering and Abstracting Services: An abstracting
administration is an administration that gives edited
compositions of productions, regularly regarding a matter or
gathering of related subjects, ordinarily on a membership
premise. An ordering administration is an administration that
appoints descriptors and different sorts of passages to archives.
The word ordering administration is today for the most part
utilized for PC programs, however, may likewise cover
administrations giving back-of-the-book records, diary lists, and
related sorts of files. An ordering and abstracting administration
is an administration that gives shortening or condensing of
archives and doling out of descriptors for referencing records.
Preparing to utilize E-Resources: E-preparing implies the
conveyance of learning or preparing program by electronic
means. E-preparing includes the utilization of a PC or some
other electronic gadget to give preparing or instructive material.
E-preparing is the intermingling of the web and learning or
Internet-empowered learning.
Best Library client Award: To advance most extreme and
legitimate usage of library offices and administrations, the
Library gives away "Best Library User Award "to the Faculty
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individuals and understudies each year who make the greatest
utilization of the library assets and offices.

IT-Based Best Practices
OPAC (Online Public Access Catalog): Individuals can get to
the library Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC) through
KMS.
Library Webpage: Library sites can offer Interaction with the
library list. An Online Public Access Catalog (OPAC) gives the
capacity to sign into a library record to restore or ask for things.
... Libraries may sort out the different periodical lists, electronic
reference accumulations, and different databases they buy in to.
Current Awareness Services and SDI: Consistently, a
rundown of augmentations to the library gathering is shown on
the Notice board and is additionally made accessible on the
web. A data ready administration is accessible for employees.
Employees are given day by day reports on current undertakings
in their particular spaces.
Email Services: Email is short for 'electronic mail'. Like a
letter, it is sent by methods for the web to a recipient. An email
conveys is required to get the email, and that convey is
fascinating to the customer. A couple of individuals use
electronic applications and some use programs on their PC to
access and store messages.
E-Resources: Electronic assets (or e-assets) are materials in
computerized arrange open electronically. Cases of e-assets are
electronic diaries (e-diary), electronic books (digital book)
online databases in differed computerized positions, Adobe
Acrobat records (.pdf), WebPages (.htm, .html, .asp and so
forth) and that's only the tip of the iceberg.
EDDs (Electronic Document Delivery Services): Electronic
Document Delivery (EDD) is esteem added benefit gave to
Columbia University Libraries supporters. It gives free
examining and conveyance of articles and book sections of CUL
accumulations held at ReCAP. Benefactors get the email
notification with the secure sign in to recover pdf documents of
reference demands.
Online Readers Advisory Services: Per users' warning (here
and there spelled peruses warning or per user’s warning) is an
administration which includes recommending fiction and
verifiable titles to a per user through immediate or backhanded
means. This administration is a central library benefit; be that as
it may, per users' warning likewise happens in business settings,
for example, bookshops.
Institutional Repository: An Institutional Repository is an
online locus for gathering, saving, and scattering, in the
advanced frame, the scholarly yield of an establishment,
especially an examination foundation.
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Library Extension Practices
DDS (Document Delivery Service): Report Delivery Service
(DDS) gives access to articles and book sections accessible
from distributors and our accomplice establishments. Record
Delivery Service is connected under the Services region from
the highest point of the Library's site. You should sign into the
Document Delivery System to submit demands.
Reprography: In the least complex terms, reprographics is the
proliferation of visual components, for example, realistic
pictures and even content reports either as print or as advanced
information. Reprographics is otherwise called reprography.
Recommendation Box: A suggestion box is a device for
securing additional comments, request, and sales. In its most
major and traditional shape, it is an archive with an opening,
like an offering box or casting a ballot box. The case is used for
social affair sheets of paper with commitment from customers
and supporters of a particular affiliation.
Outside Membership Facility: To give administration to the
general public, this office is helpful, in which enrollment office
for general clients can be given for some ostensible alert store.
Learn and Earn Scheme: Entry level positions i.e. new books
handling, Stock Verification and so on.
Newspaper Clipping Services: The section is the removing of
articles from a paper distribution. News cut-outs are regularly
utilized when individuals need to compose a report or make an
introduction on current occasions for school. Clippings may
likewise be kept by grown-ups for future reference, or for
wistful reasons, for example, an article on a history-production
occasion.
Criticism Register: It is extremely helpful the enroll in library
exercises. It covers library gathering, library administrations and
so on, the library clients can compose their assessments in this
enlist.
Library Help Disk: To Guide the clients about Library assets.
Library Security: CCTV camera, RFID innovation at section
door, isolate property counter.

General Best Practices
Following are extra practices to be direct in the library as a
normal practice. i.
Binding of Books and periodical
volumes. ii. Display of different library graphs. iii. Question
paper sets of past examinations. iv. Regular Library Advisory
Committee Meeting. v.
Library Calendar of Activity and
Events. vi. Keeping the library premises flawless and clean. vii.
Use of pesticides for warding off bibliophile and harm of books.
viii. Inclusive of Library Information in prospects and school
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sites. ix. Pasting of standardized tag, spine name and stamping
in a characterize put on the books. x. Intercom office for simple
correspondence among different offices.

Other Best Practices
Perusing Room Facility: Aside from the Library, understudies
are likewise given Reading Room office; here the understudies
can commit time to their investigations. It is an open,
sufficiently bright and very much ventilated room where
understudies may remain back for long hours and study.
Book Bank Scheme: This is a Semester – based plan in which
books are issued free of cost to all Students. An understudy
needs to apply in the endorsed frame, accessible in the Library.
Uncommon Facility Scheme. The assemblage of Bibliography:
for understudies and staff for reference. Beside general
examination book, additional book, for instance, Fiction, Novel,
etc, can be issued to understudies to spike their extracurricular
scrutinizing inclinations.

Conclusion
The acknowledged strategies help for upgrading nature of
library organizations. The acknowledged methodology got
ought to defeat any issues between the library and the customers
for incredible and most outrageous utilization of the advantages.
Best practice for Library and information benefits in a school
library may not be a comparative best practice for another
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school library. Every library should have their own specific
acknowledged systems and further upgrade towards perfection.
The Library in like manner preparing for verifiable Automation
in-house exercises. The above-recommended strategies by every
educational association library make its very own image in the
mind of understudies, staff, and society. The possibility of the
understudies to look library capable is a data boss.
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